
BARC Animal Shelter & Adoptions

CODE RED - DOG & CAT

This report is intended for currently approved rescue partners and fosters.  

*These pets have been identfed as the MOST URGENT and can be potentally euthanized at any tme during the 

day should we reach capacity.  

*This list will serve as the fnal notce for this pet. 

If you are an interested adopter please visit our website at <htps://www.houstontx.gov/barc/adopt_a_pet.html> 

for more informaton on adoptng.

 2:15:08PM5/24/2023

DOG

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 MONTHS,  WHITE / TAN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 6

Days in ShelterConditionName

DERMATITISA1879374 LILAC 05/21/2023 BAYDOCK01  31.00

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Sitting and standing up with hoppy paws when getting ready to get out of the kennel. Walked on a semi tight leash, helicopter 

tail, lick lipping, loose body, and sniffing around outside. Looking up when she heard other dogs or people passing. She would 

go foward slightly to try and sniff them out. Coming back in she went in for mixed treats.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Very wiggly, loose body, jumping on the kennel door. Takes mixed treats, walks on the semi loose leash with treats. Focused 

on me for treats. Sniffed around outside had a wagging tail and lick lipping. Outside she was running around sniffing outside. 

Coming back in she went into the kennel for treats.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  TAN / BLACK,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 12

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1878515 APOLLO 05/15/2023 BAYDOCK03  57.40

NAD/NEGATIVE

TIME/SPACEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Property managers states they have 1 stray dog confided in leasing office of Parkview village

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Apollo is quiet in kennel, easy to leash and as we were walking out of row a dog began to bark at apollo but he ignored the dog 

and walked on a loose leash out to runs.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Apollo pesents a smooth body and a relaxed face. I have noticed Apollo has a lot of energy and tends to play with other dogs 

by the fence. he also stays silent in his kennel and sleeps in his bed.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  1 YEAR 1 MONTH,  BROWN / WHITE,  AMERICAN STAFF MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 21

Days in ShelterConditionName

PURRFURRED

BEHAVIORA1876839 HERSHEY 05/10/2023 BAYDOCK04  47.80

NAD/NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Heavily panting at the front of the kennel, barking,jumping at the front of the kennel. Extremely vocal in kennel, cover front of 

kennel, pulls in the blanket and causes the rest of the room to start being vocal

BEHAVIOR NOTE

As stated in last note, he is very vocal in kennel. when i was walking him from the runs to south, he would walk on a tight 

leash, he did not seem interested in the treats i was offering him. had to cover him and give extra enrichment. 

BEHAVIOR NOTE

While doing a walkthrough, dog was jumping on kennel door with wiggly body, pulled back corners of mouth, and dilated 

pupils. I offered treats to lower her in order to leash but she ignored them. Once leashed, dog immediately started to pull on 

leahs and would reject treats. After spot cleaning kennel, I went to retrieve dog back from run and she started to jump on run 

door, forward barking, and scratching at the door opening. I attempted to redirect with treat but dog kept bark with an open 

mouth pant. After leashing she maintained a forward leash on the way to kennel an then started to vocalize once placed inside.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Hershey was jumping on kennel, barking, vocalizing a lot and dilated pupils. I offered treats to lower her in order to leash but 

she ignored them. Once leashed, dog immediately started to pull on leash and would reject treats. Outside: She barking and 

tap dancing in the runs, when return to her kennel, she barking, jumping and vocalizing again, we put her in the In the nurse's 

kennel with water, food and extra enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Hershey was jumping on kennel, barking, vocalizing a lot and dilated pupils. I offered treats to lower her in order to leash but 

she ignored them. Once leashed, dog immediately started to pull on leash and would reject treats. Outside: She barking and 

tap dancing in the runs, when return to her kennel, she barking, jumping and vocalizing again, we put her in the In the nurse's 

kennel with water, food and extra enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

SHe has agreed to eat wet food, we have been taking it out three times a day. SHe vocalizes occasionally and even refuses to 

eat the treats. SHe continues with the door of his kennel covered.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Hershey in her kennel she vocalizes occasionally but she refuses to eat the treats. She continues with the door of his kennel 

covered. Outside: she walks slow, ears and tail down, She gives me kisses and enjoys being accompanied, but when I leave 

her in the runs she starts barking, crying and vocalizing too much.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

approaching kennel dog was lying in her bed with a low ears, I baby talk and she came to me with wagging tail and soft facial 

expression. she have been quiet and sleeping most of the time during the afternoon.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

In kennel, hershey has been quiet and lays on her bed. i took her out and her body language was neutral. she walked on a 

loose leash. when i went to the runs to get her, she was quiet. i took her back to her kennel, walked on a loose leash. i threw 

treats into her kennel; she went in, but she did not take treats.

MEDICAL CONSULT

05/11/23 13:41 Spoke w/ citizen regarding URI. wants to continue w/ adoption. Will need meds to go. Recommended hw 

prevention.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Barking nonstop since she was brought back to south adoptions. Really vocal in the kennel.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

jumping up on kennel door when passing by, vocal in kennel and pulls on leash.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Hershey jumps on kennel door and is very vocal and pulls leash. Her eyes are dialated and keep vocalizing as I pass by.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Spayed female)  5 MONTHS,  BLACK / BROWN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 17

Days in ShelterConditionName

PURRFURRED

NORMALA1877876 ALBANY 05/10/2023 BAYDOCK05  33.80

NEGATIVE

TIME/SPACEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Albany greeted me at the front of the kennel door. She presents a wiggly body, wagging tail and take treats softly from my 

hand.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Laying down in the kennel. Will get up with a lowered head and tail close to self but is wagging. Lick lipping, takes treats. 

Picked her up and moved her to the kennel since she is still a puppy. Later on during spot cleaned I think I moved to fast and 

she cowered and pee'd a bit. Gave her treats and baby talk and she relaxed agian.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Is laying down and very relaxed body language. Face remains soft and relaxed starts wagging tail and body once you enter the 

kennel. Loves baby talk and treats and has a very loose leash.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  7 MONTHS,  BROWN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 9

Days in ShelterConditionName

BEHAVIORA1878916 MATT 05/18/2023 BAYDOCK06  32.00

NAD/NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Dog was dropped off in someone's yard.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching run, dog is cowering down with whale eyes and low ears on the front corner of the run. As I get closer with treats 

and babytalk, dog started to lower head and have a tenser body. I had to muzzle and carry since dog refused to walk. Placed 

extra enrichment and will cover kennel door.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

As I approached, Matt was laying in the front of the kennel his back against the kennel door. I baby talked and tail slowly 

started to wag. I continued to baby talk as I leashed up Matt. He pancaked feeling the leash on him and looked up at me with 

large whale eyes. I continued to baby talk as I moved him out his kennel to clean. He was tethered to the wall and was sitting 

the whole time as I cleaned. Took treats with a soft mouth.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Matt was laying down in the bed of the kennel. I baby talked and tail slowly started to wag. I continued to baby talk as I leashed 

up Matt. he walks wagging tail and body, sweet face ad gives kisses. He enjoy the treats.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Placed Matt in the red cart so i could clean his kennel, due to him refused to walk and only lowered his body lying on the 

ground. ears down and tail tucked between its two hind legs.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Matt was laying in front of the kennel door and when i looped him with the leash he still was sitting down so i carried him 

outside and as i placed him down he pancaked on the grass then sat but still wouldn't walk i tried baby talk , treats and 

,whistling.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Lowered body, waggging tail against floor of the kennel. When I opened the door to leash him, he kept his body low. He did not 

walk out of the kennel, so I picked him and carried him out to be tethered.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 YEARS,  BLACK / WHITE,  SIBERIAN HUSKY MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

BEHAVIORA1879334 DUSTY 05/22/2023 DD34  37.60

NAD/NEGATIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

loose and wiggly while on the leash. easy to impound.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Painted in kennel, vocalizing and jumping off walls

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  3 YEARS,  BLACK,  GREAT DANE DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879832 DANI 05/24/2023 M02  83.00

HIGH POSITVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  5 YEARS,  TAN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

BEHAVIORA1879875 SOLSTICE 05/21/2023 M04  48.50

LOW POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

2 agressive /confined /pls p/u they killed some dogs //unit #6b07d/

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 YEARS,  TAN / WHITE,  SIBERIAN HUSKY MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

BEHAVIORA1879876 SARAI 05/21/2023 M07  42.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

2 agressive /confined /pls p/u they killed some dogs //unit #6b07d/

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 YEARS,  TAN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879885 WESLEY 05/24/2023 M08  70.00

NAD/NEGATIVE

INJ MINOROutcome Request: Reason:



Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

stray roam

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Neutered male)  5 YEARS,  BROWN / BLACK,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 7

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879154 AMOS 05/20/2023 SOUTHB13  40.20

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

3 stray dogs roaming area they are by the tennis court right 1 brown dog and /1 black and white aggressive / 1 tan

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  10 MONTHS,  GRAY / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 7

Days in ShelterConditionName

DERMATITISA1879112 ROSIE 05/20/2023 SOUTHB33  48.00

NAD/NEGATIVE

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1grey & wht stray dog on school grounds in the rear/ Frost Elem/ children on campus,

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Rosie very sweet dog, soft face, whale eyes, wagging tail and body. give kisses and she enjoy the treats. She just lying down 

in her bed of the kennel.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  6 YEARS,  BLACK,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 14

Days in ShelterConditionName

PURRFURRED

URIA1878169 LIXY 05/10/2023 SOUTHD14  32.00

NEGATIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

about 6-10 dogs on patio of apt#819 barking and in rain pls ck for violations

BEHAVIOR NOTE

When I received her I thought she was a puppy but I realized that she is 6 years old, she is very small. wagging tails, sweet 

face, give kisses, enjoy the treats and she is located in the front of her kennel.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  1 YEAR,  BROWN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 6

Days in ShelterConditionName

BEHAVIORA1879347 SIMBA 05/21/2023 TEMP03  52.00

NAD/NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

05/18/23 11:41 #251 Hurtado Dog presented itself as somewhat timid and allowed me to pet it until it became agitated by other 

dog on leash and began to bark and lunge at us and a UPS guy. It also attacked other impounded dog........GH

BEHAVIOR NOTE

As i went to try to bring him inside from the outside run, simba would dodge the leash. I went in to try to leash him and he tried 

to bolt out of the run, would take treats then step back, had whaled eyes and tense body shortly after he stood next to me and I 

was able to leash him.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Simba presented whale eyes, with a pulle back lips and panting. while leashed, it had a tense body, risen tail and tight leash. It 

started to bark at other dogs and I. It is very vocal and seems tense with dialated eyes.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 YEARS,  FAWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 13

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1878377 ROCKO 05/21/2023 TEMP04  64.00

NEGATIVE

SPACEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1 LRG BRWN PIT MIX; 1 MED BLK DOG being held in maintenance room/

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Placing on Adopt eval due to dog displaying a stiff body, back ears, and whale eyes as I fed and also placed leash on dog. 

Once I starts to babytalk and offer treats, dog starts to wag tail but still remains with tense body when walking to and from the 

runs. Will cover kennel door and give extra enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

As I approached the kennel, Dog had a relaxed body and was layind down. When dog noticed me tail started to wag and the 

dog stood up and came to the kennel door. I baby talked and leashed the dog up. Dog walked on a loose leash, however 

periodically turned around to jump up on me. I threw treats down and was able to redirect their behavior.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

The dog had a relaxed body and was layind down in his bed. I baby talked and leashed the dog up. Dog walked on a loose 

leash, however periodically turned around to jump up on me. soft face, down ears.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Dog was in front of the kennel and as i approched he began to wag his tail and as i opened the kennel he tried to get out by 

squeazing his snout between the kennel and kennel door and i looped him quick then since i had the leash already on him he 

walked lose leash and as we walked outside towards the runs hebegan to step back but as i made kissing noise he came 

closer and walked next to me and in the run he walked to the middle and pottied.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Very quiet in his kennel. Lays relaxed on bedding during AM cleaning and after it has been completed . When I placed Rocko in 

the runs, he began running up and down the fenceline with his neighbor, John. Both dogs were vocalizing and barking at each 

other, continuing to run up and down the run. When returned to his kennel, he was relaxed and ate treats placed on his 

bedding.


